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SAFETY OF SUPERCONDUCTING FUSION MAGNETS:

Turner

TWELVE PROBLEM AREAS*

Larry P..

Asgonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois $0439

Twelve problem areas of superconducting magnets
for fusion reaction are described. These are: Quench
Detection and Energy Dump, Stationary Normal Region
of Conductor, Current Leads, Electrical Arcing, Elec-
trical Shorts, Conductor Joints, Forces from Unequal
Currents, Eddy Current Effects, Cryostat Rupture,
Vacuum Failure, Fringing Field and Instrumentation for
Safety. Priorities among these areas are suggested.

Introduction

This report calls attention to twelve areas re-
quiring further study for the safety of fusion magnets.
It Is based largely on the experience of the AM. Super-
conducting Magnet Group. The discussion deals directly
with tokamak toroidal field (TF) colls, cryostable,
cooled by pool boiling helium, with KbTi superconductor
and copper stabilizer. Each of the twelve areas is dis-
cussed under the five subheadings: Identification and
Definition, Possible Effects on Safety, Current Prac-
tice, Adequacy of Current Practice for Fusion Magnets,
and Areas Requiring Further Analytical or Experimental
Study. Under "Possible Effects of Safety," consequences
have been followed as far as the breaking or melting of
the current path, excessive thermal stresses, or over—
preseurization of the cryostat. "Current Practice"
refers to current practice as the author is aware oi"
it at Argonne and elsewhere; there has been no exten-
sive literature search or questioning of colleagues
at other institutions. Finally, priorities for the
reeorasended experimental and analytical studies are
discussed. All of these topics are described in more
detail, and with references to related work, in
Reference 1.

Quench Detection and Energy Dump

Identification and Definition

A superconducting magnet is said to quench when
a section of conductor goes from the superconducting
state'to the normal state, the normal region generates
heat, the heat drives more conductor normal, and the
normal region propagates until a large part of the
conductor is normal and the current has decayed.
Quench analysis is particularly difficult for a large
cryostable magnet. On the one hand, such a magnet is
designed so that it cannot quench; cryostability re-
quires that there be sufficient cooling and stabilizer
available that a normal region will shrink and dis-
appear rather than grow. On the other hand, there are
fault conditions that could quench a magnet, and large
cryostable magnets have been known to quench.

A quench mist be detected early, and the energy of
the magnet dumped into an external dump resistor. The
discharge voltage is the product of the magnet current
and dump resistance; if the discharge voltage is too
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high, there is danger of electrical arcing. If it is
too low, the dump will last too long; and the conductor
can rise to too high a temperature.

Possible Safety Effects

A high discharge voltage can lead to electrical
arcing; a slow dump can cause excessive heating of parts
of the coil, leading to unacceptable thermal stresses,
or cause extensive helium boiling, leading to cryostat
overpressurization. A very slow dump or an undetected
quench may allow the conductor to heat until it melts
or until it decomposes the electrical insulation and
arcs over.

Current Practice

A quench analysis, for quenches initiated by
various fault conditions, will determine what discharge
voltage is required for an acceptable temperature. The
coil is designed for that temperature rise and that
voltage. To detect a quench, the voltages across two
halves of a magnet, which should be equal by the
symmetry of the halves, are compared. If they differ
by an amount- corresponding to the voltage drop across
a specified length of normal conductor, the magnet is
discharged. As the normal region grows, more and more
liquid helium is vaporized. The pressure in the cryo-
stat increases until the pressure relief valve opens,
emptying helium from the cryostat. Thereafter the
quench propagates more rapidly.

The dump resistor should be permanently connected
across the magnet terminals. In case of a quench, the
power supply is disconnected and the magnet discharges
into the dump resistor; switches between the magnet
and dump resistor cannot fall to close. The dump re-
sistor should be of such a size that discharging the
magnet will not heat it r cessively.

Adequacy of Current Practice

The methods currently used should be adequate, but
the means of implementing those methods must be thought
out. For example, the protection scheme must assure
that the energy of all the TF coils is, not dumped In the
one coil which quenches. Moreover, the choice of dis-
charge voltage continues to be a compromise between
high voltages and high temperatures'; but it may be that
a safe compromise exists only for high currents,
50,000 A or higher. A quench analysis must be done to
chcose that compromise, but existing computer programs
for quench analysis are decidedly inadequate. Simi-
larly, the quench analysis should determine how quickly
a quench must be detected and the discharge started.
This Information in turn would set the requirements for
the quench detection system.

Areas Requiring Further Study

k general computer program for quench analysis
should be developed for cryostable magnets; no such pro-
gram exists today. The program should be sufficiently
general that the properties of any particular magnet
design could be readily Inserted into it. Quench de-
tection, switching, and dump resistor design dt-̂ end on
the actual coil design, and must await the choice of a
design.



Stationary Normal ReRion of Conductor Current Practice

Identification and Definition

The previous section explored the consequences
of a propagating normal region which does not propa-
gate e in s cryostable magnet, a stationary normal
region can arise only from a failure of cooling of
that region, either from a massive blockage of the •
cooling passages to the normal region or from the
liquid level falling below the conductor region. In
each cars the region is characterized by good boiling
at each end of the region, preventing its further
growth, but poor cooling vithin the region.

Possible Safety Effects

The consequences of the stationary normal region
depend on the temperature difference which develops.
If the temperature difference is hundreds of kelvin,
the electrical insulation can be damaged, permitting
tum-to-tuxn and turn-to-ground electrical shorts, and
possibly an overpressurization of the helium vessel.
For Intermediate temperature differences, thermal
stresses can result leading to possible mechanical
damege, structure weakening, or insulation destruction.

Current Practice

No stable normal regions have been observed in
operating cryostable magnets. Magnet designs prevent
such regions by preventing uncooled regions, i.e. by
preventing the liquid level falling below the top of
the coils and by providing a network of cooling channels
to prevent massive blockage.

Adequacy of Current Practice

The large size of the TF magnets and their orien-
tation In a vertical plane makes the potential prob-
lems from stationary normal regions much more serious
than those with existing magni s.

Areas Requiring Further Study

The credible length for a normal region is not
known; It should be established both for force-cooled
conductors and for those cooled by pool boiling. Mean-

" while, an analysis should be done to determine the
consequences of an uncooled length, for lengths up to
a half turn.

Current Leads

Identification and Definition

Probably current leads have been responsible for
aore superconducting magnet failures than any other
cause. Each lead generally consists of two parts:
a normal lead from room temperature to liquid helium
temperature, and a superconducting lead from the normal
lead to the magnet itself. The leads experience the
magnetic field of the magnet and so undergo a force,
but their location makes them difficult to support.
Because of their location outside the coil, they are
also subject to excessive heat input and to arcing.

Possible Safety Effects

Failure of a current lead means a discontinuity
of current, with all the safety consequences that
entails. There will be high voltages and possible
arcing, both at the lead that failed and throughout
the magnet system. Large transient forces and eddy
current heating are likely. High thermal stresses,
overpressurization, and magnet destruction may occur.

The normal, gas-cooled leads are typically pro-
cured commercially. These are available with current
capacities up to 20 kA or so. The principal safety
practice is to monitor the temperature of the leads,
the voltage drop across them, and the gas flow through
them, and to dump the magnet if these exceed prescribed
limits. The leads must have sufficient excess capacity
that if the gas flow stops, they can safely carry the
magnet current throughout the magnet dump. Safety
practice for the superconducting lead is to secure it
wherever possible, thus preventing motion, and to moni-
tor the lead temperature via thermocouples or potential
taps.

Adequacy of Current Practice

There are three areas In which the adequacy of
current practice might be questioned. First, the
support of both the gas-cooled and the superconducting
leads may be more difficult because of the higher fields
and more complex geometry of TF coils. Second, the
much greater stored energy of a TF coil system may re-
quire a longer dump time; and the leads must survive
this longer dump. Third, currents of SO kA and higher
have been proposed for TF coils; but gas-cooled leads
of this capacity are not well developed.

Areas Requiring Further Study

An experimental program should be undertaken on
high-current (50,000 A or more) leads with sufficient
excess capacity to survive a long discharge. Fortu-
nately, such leads are largely independent of the magnet
design.

Electrical Arcing

Identification and Definition

Electrical arcing is another frequent causie of
superconducting magnet failure.2,3 Arcing may occur
between the current leads or between a lead and a
grounded component, especially where the intermediate
space is filled with helium vapor, which has a very low
dielectric strength. It may also occur between turns,
where the intervening insulation exhibits imperfections
or has been damaged by overheating, overstresslng, or
radiation.

Possible Safety Effects

The safety effects of arcing are severe; it can
lead to the destruction of the coil. Even if it does
not, it may lead to shorted turns. If arcing shorts
out an entire coil, it will lead to a force imbalance.

Current Practice

Arcing is avoided by using insulating material
with appropriate low temperature properties, and by
ensuring that nothing will break through the insulation.
Where there is a potential difference across a helium-
filled spacfi, the gap must be wide enough; and the
conductor must be mounted firmly to avoid deflections
which narrow the gap. After the magnet is assembled,
It la checked against arcs to ground with a high voltage
insulation breakdown tester.

Adequacy.of Current Practice

Insulating materials, including helium, are not
as well understood as they should be at liquid helium
temperature; radiation effects on Insulation are even
less well understood.



Areas Requiring Further Study Current Practice

Insulating material, including helium, must be
studied In a simulated fusion reactor environment. A
number of insulating materials with potentially favor-
able properties should be included in the tests.

Electrical Shorts

Identification and Definition

Electrical shorts can be caused by arcing, or by
contact between conductors. Both turn-tc-turn and
turn-to-ground shorts can occur. Turn-to-ground shorts
are less likely to happen, and a single turn-to-ground
short is not serious if the coil is otherwise ungrounded
or grounded only through a fuse. The remainder of this
section deals only with turn-to-turn shorts.

Possible Effect on Safety

Contact shorts have little effect on a supercon-
ducting icignet during steady state operation. However,
during the charging or discharging of the magnet, the
aborted turn can have a large current induced on it by
transformer action from the changing flux through it,
which can drive the turn to the normal state and cause
overheating of the conductor.

Current Practice

During winding, a magnet coil can be checked for
shorts by both eddy-current and resistance methods, but
some shorts- do not show up until the magnet is assembled.

Adequacy of Current Practice

The consequences of a short can only be determined
by analysis and experiment.

Areas Requiring Further Study

An analytical study must be perfc*-med for a par-
ticular magnet design to determine what the consequences
of a contact short would be. Experiments can check the
analytical predictions.

Conductor Joints

Identification and Definition

Conductor joints are always potentially a safety
concern In a superconducting magnet. They can be in
danger of mechanical failure, as well as serving as a
resistive heat input; at least they are mechanically an
Irregularity in the coil structure.

Intra-coil Joints, performed during coil winding,
include joints between different grades of conductor.
Inter-coil joints, performed during coil assembly,
Include joints between coils or between pre-assembled
portions of coils, e.g. pancakes. Intra-coil joints
caa be Bade under almost ideal conditions in the wind-
Ing line, with whatever space is needed for forming
and Inspecting the joints; while inter-coil joints
•ust be made and inspected in the process of assembling
the colls.

Poaalble Effects on Safety

A poorly bonded joint or a joint In which one side
protrudes out of the coil and can be sheared off when
the coll is energized can lead to a current disconti-
nuity. A joint with good mechanical strength but high
electrical resistance causes heating and may produce
a aagnet quench.

Techniques by which safe joints can be made in-
clude: soldering, cold welding, resistance welding,,
ultrasonic welding, explosive welding, and electron-
beam welding. Any of these could be incorporated in
the winding operation for intra-coil joints, but space
limitations may preclude some of them for the Inter-
coll joints. Inspection methods include ultrasonic
and X—ray, plus resistance measurements of completed
joints. Acceptable joints must meet the criteria of
electrical resistance and mechanical strength.

Adequacy of Current Practice

It is by no means clear which technique of making
joints is most likely to produce safe, reliable joints.
An extensive development program is required.

Areas Requiring Further Study

Once a conductor concept, or a small number of
different conductor concepts, is chosen, development
work should begin on determining the best way to make
safe intra-coil joints. Subsequently, work should be
done to adapt that method to inter-coil joints, or to
find a method that can make safe inter—coil joints.

Forces from Unequal Currents

Identification and Definitions

If the TF coils of a tokamak are perfectly aligned,
and all carrying the same current, they exert only a
centering force on each other, withstood by the central
support cylinder. The misalignment of the coils ex-
pected in assembly introduces out-of-plane forces on
each coil, but these forces4 are smaller than the out-
of-plane forces due to the pulsed pololdal field. How-
ever, a large current inbalance among the TF coils
would lead to very large out-of-plane forces which tead
to pull the coils together like an accordian.

Possible Effects on Safety

It la hard to imagine a worse accident in a tokamak
reactor than the TF coils collapsing together. Cryo-
stat rupture, vacuum failure, electrical discontinuity,
all would result, with all their subsequent dangers.

Current Practice

As no superconducting TF colls now exist, It Is
more accurate to speak of current planning rather than
current practice. Two approaches may be taken to this
problem. One is to provide an outer structural shell
connecting the TF coils and sufficiently strong to
withstand the forces produced by any combination of
currents in the colls. The other Is to operate the
coils in series; operating in series, the coils must
carry equal currents, and there is no force problem.

Adequacy of Current Practice

The series current approach is advantageous,
provided the current cannot arc across an entire coil
or many turns of a coil, bypassing the coil and pro-
viding field imbalance among the coils.

Areas Requiring Furthrr Study

A careful analytical study should be carried out
to see if It Is possible to design and build a coll
which is not subject to shorting out. Such a study
might then define some key experimental questions
which must be answered before the choice can finally



be aade between the two approaches to forces from un-
equal currents.

Eddy Current Effects

• Identification and Definition

Eddy currents are produced by the pulsed poloidal
field colls. More severe eddy current problems will
be produced by any rapid unscheduled interruption of
the toroidal field, poloidal field or field from the
plasma. Eddy current effects occur not only in the
uagnets themselves, but also in the support structure,
crycitats, and other systems of the reactor such as
the blanket and shield.

feasible Safety Effects

Eddy currents can cause heating, forces and
torques both in the magnet system and in other sys-
tem* of the reactor. Within che cryoatat, the heating
is a significant problem as it could vaporize helium
and overpressurize the cryos'at or could quench the
magnet. The forces and torques are a problem both
inside the cryostat and out.

Current Practice

Where changing fluxes occur, poorly-conducting
Materials prevent eddy current effects. If a con-
ducting material is required, it can be segmented to
limit eddy current paths. For example, the nitrogen
shield can be made from multiple segments.

Adequacy of Current Practice

The field from the fusion magnets engulfs the
entire reactor. The eddy current effects can occur
throughout the reactor. The design of all systems
aust take eddy current effects into account.

Areas Requiring Further Study

Eddy currents occur in many parts of the reactor,
and differ from system to system and from one reactor
design to another. To analyze them, one of the
general purpose eddy current programs, such as those
under development at the Rutherford Laboratory5>6
and Argonne ' should be adapted to fusion magnets.

Cryoatat Rupture and Vacuum Failure

Identification and Definition

Obviously a cryostat should not rupture; but a
cryostat rupture is conceivable through overpressuri-
zation, excessive mechanical stress, penetration by
an object or the shearing off of tubing to the cryo-
atat. Cryostat rupture and vacuum failure are inter-
related; either can cause the other.

Possible Safety Effects

A rupture which allows helium or air into the
vacuum can result in rapid heat transfer from the
outer cryostat wall to the inner or helium temperature
wall. The. pressure in the helium space and vacuum
•pace will rise, and the magnet may quench, which
in turn will result in more heating and pressurization.
A dangerous failure of the magnet system is possible.

Current Practice

Both the helium vessel and the vacuum space must
ba equipped with pressure relief valves or rupture
disks to prevent overpreasurlzatlon. These must lead

to vent piping sized so that a low pressure gradient
can empty the vessel quickly.

Adequacy of Present Practice

Ths helium vessel is larger and more complex for
the fusion magnets than for any existing magnets.
Only a thorough analysis can determine what must be
done to prevent serious consequences. It may be
necessary to provide separate helium vessels for each
coil, although this would greatly complicate the
support of the coils and would certainly increase the
heat load of the system.

Areas Requiring Further Study

Analysis of heat transfer and pressure buildup
and relief should be carried out for the helium vejsel
and vacuum space for a typical fusion reactor design.
This should determine whether a common helium system
and common vacuum for all coils is acceptable. All
potential causes of cryostat rupture and vacuum failure
should be studied as well.

Fringing Field

Identification and Definition

The TF coils will produce a weak fringing field,
but one extending far from the magnets. The pulsed
field from the PF coils will be even higher.

Possible Effects on Safety

There are three possible effects on safety: dis-
turbance of instrumentation with consequent malfunction,
attraction of iron objects to the magnets with possible
penetration of the cryostat, and effects on personnel.
The first two of these are readily d lit with in a
straightforward manner, but the effects on personnel
are hard to specify, because there is so little evi-
dence of biological effects from low fields. S. J.
St. Lorant" in his extensive review on biomagnetic
effects concludes that magnetic effects are fully
reversible and that there are no data which indicate
a cumulative effect.

Present Practice

An advisory committee to DOE has recommended10

Interim Standards for Occupational Exposure to Con-
esant Magnetic Fields; these appear in Table I.

Table I. Interim Safety Standards for Constant Mag-
netic Fields

Whole Body
or Head
Exposure

Exposure of
Extremities

For an
8 hr.

Work-Day

0.01 Tesla

0.1 Tesla

For
Exposures of
1 hr. or less

0.1 Tesla

1 Tesla

For
Exposures of

10 min. or less

0.5 Tesla

2 Tesla

To prevent accidents from irou objects, the check-
list for magnet charge should Include a thorough check
for Iran objects each time the magnets are charged.



Adequacy of Present Practice Conclusions

la the absence of new data, the present practice
provisionally can be considered adequate. Any fusion
reactor design should Include a map of the fringe field
froa the IF and PF colls.

Areas Requiring Further Study

If there is a question about the adequacy of the
Interim Standards, »r If observing them would place a
hardship on fusion reactor operation, then an experi-
mental program should ba commissioned to find the
needed data that do not yet exist.

Instrumentation for Safety

Identification and Definition

Proper instrumentation is required to monitor and
respond to the safety concerns discussed in the previous
sections. Temperature sensors, potential leads, strain
gauges, liquid level indicators, and instrumentation
for the leads must all be chosen so that any fault con-
dition can be detected quickly, analyzed, and informed
action taken.

Possible Safety Effects

Problems such as abnormal forces between coils,
a propagating or stationary normal length, an uncooled
length, an overheated or uncooled lead, an electrical
short, high pressure in the cryostat, or a poor vacuum
cannot be corrected without sufficient reliable instru-
mentation to inform the operator what is happening.
The choice of instrumentation is an important safety
consideration.

Current Practice

Existing large cryostrble magnets are extensively
instrumented for safety. Tt-nperature sensors and po-
tential leads are located In the coil region. Strain
gauges are located in the coil and in the structure
where high or anomalous stresses may occur. Liquid
level indicators tell when the level is in danger of
falling below the top of the coil. The leads are
checked for temperature, voltage drop, and gas flow.
On the basis of this information, appropriate action is
taken. In case of a severe problem, the magnet is dis-
charged. In case of some external problems such as
power supply problems, the magnet is switched to a
"free-wheeling" state in which the magnet terminals
are connected together, the power supply is dis-
connected, and the magnet continues to operate but with
a very slowly decreasing current. For less severe
problems, a visible and audible warning is given so
that the problem will be noticed and corrected.

Adequacy of Current Practice

The current philosophy of instrumentation for
safety seems adequate, hut the choice of sensors will
be unique to the fusion reactor. The magnets are so
closely located to the rest of the reactor that the
sagaet roust be made to respond to problems in the
other systems and vice versa. In addition to other
instrumentation, it may be desired to monitor radiation
dosage at the coil.

Areas Requiring Further Study

An analysis of the instrumentation requirements
for fusion magnets should be made. The object of such
• study would be to find areas in which existing sensors
•re inadequate. Suitable ones must then be developed
and evaluated. ... ..

The above list of safety concerns is by no oeans
complete, but it does include those that have been of
concert- to the Superconducting Magnet Croup at Argonne.
The highest priority should be attached to those areas
which are very Important, need to be determined eaily,
and are virtually design independent.

1. The development of a computer program for the
quench analysis of cryo3table fusion magnets.

2. Development of a general purpose program for
eddy current calculations applied to fusion magnets.

3. Analysis of series-connected TF coils, to
determine if a credible accident could cause them to
carry unequal currents.

4. An experimental program to develop current
leads of capacity above SO kA.

5. An experimental study of the behavior of
electrical insulation under radiation at cryogenic
temperatures.
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